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Abstract
The total distribution of all COE with the holding addresses.

Distribution of the total 1,000,000,000 COE

All founders are held to the same vesting schedule of 10% maximum per year with a further restriction of no
more than 3% in any 3 month period.

Founder A account: 3.6%

GBJC6DLGGQJ2TEBURFIWGMNFC2CSK7XWLNPTNA4QVZXELNUYJXVBOGJY

Founder B account: 2.8%

GDLTRJ4FAX2MS52ZQZCMN6ZLSLADU7UXCVKLJIJYMLBFJGJZRIOZVQHI

Founder C account: 1.4%

GAZ6P5RBON4NZK3RYOPX4J2KUCNHBQRSKNU6XOUTIFMPZ3WOWV2CKSZQ

Founder D account: 2.5%

GDB6N7QVALKCUX5ZKYQLHPHBN3KY7NZQ5TY2WKYNYVYFTTWQZPS44ORE

Founder E account: 1%

GCMKCUTVVXKMUMLPE24OFPN3HHL3Q4COQTANIRKHE5ZV4JKR2IOQFG3N

Founder F account: 1.5%

GCKRQCKE3EZ4PVT7V2A6ZAG5U7Z3W44Q2VXZTI2K3NWVCCQVHOWISF74
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Figure 1: The distribution of the total 1 billion COE.
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The amount dedicated for the build challenges and promotions will be limited to a maximum vesting of 20%
per year for the account.

Build challenges and promotions account: 3.5%

GAZPI67QX4ZLFGQN7SDH6MRH6FWXFT3Y3K3QCYF7CQOBETYZDDI3VWTS

The remainder of the original balance of 1 billion COE will be used as liquidity for the functioning of the
Cryptops network and will be held by the public with no set vesting schedule.

Remainder account: 83.7%

GBR5YJBLCDWWZXXC5JI4UQCZ3MN7UUU52DIZL6MRSR5RXPJOFTEAMVEU

-

The COE that is currently available for sale.

The amount of COE that is currently available for sale to secure the future development and launch of the
Cryptops network. This amount was obtained by collecting the 1% Cryptops network inflation from both
the remainder and build challenges accounts shown above. The time period for this inflation starts with the
beginning of research and development on the Cryptops blockchain in January 2018 until now.

Inflation account: 3.8%

GCERBUBQZU73EZXW6K3OH3ITMJNI4CDAVJMMXCQBPZGFA7B6P7PWJBPM

The above information can be verified using the Cryptops Laboratory at https://laboratory.cryptops.exchange
while making sure the “public” network is selected.
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